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Anthony F. D’Elia’s new book investigates the

cus largely leaves it to the reader to contextualize

pagan elements of the humanist literature pro‐

the book’s interesting conclusions within the rich

duced at the court of Sigismundo Malatesta in the

existing literature on Renaissance religion, pagan‐

mid-fifteenth century. D’Elia argues that the ubiq‐

ism, magic, masculinity, and mid-fifteenth-century

uity of paganism within this literature shows a

papal politics.

tension between the classical, pagan world prized
by leading humanists and their patrons, and the
Christian world and its ideals that these human‐
ists and patrons inhabited. The book introduces
the famous condemnation of Sigismundo by his
enemy Pope Pius II and rejects its veracity, even
as D’Elia sees grains of truth in at least the presen‐
tation of Sigismundo to the outside world as a pa‐
gan hero straight from Greek literature. The book
provides an interesting and readable account of
several fascinating but little-known humanist
texts from the Malatesta court, and D’Elia’s mas‐
tery of the classical sources used by these human‐
ist authors shines through the pages. On the one
hand the book adds the perspective of Neo-Latin
literature to scholarship on the Malatesta, a fami‐
ly usually approached from the archives or art
history. On the other hand, the book’s literary fo‐

The book is structured around eight thematic
chapters and a conclusion. D’Elia begins by intro‐
ducing Pius II’s reverse beatification of Sigismun‐
do and exploring the legend it inspired in litera‐
ture and historical scholarship up to the midtwentieth century. Chapter 2 turns towards the
courtly culture and art of Sigismundo’s Rimini,
with particular emphasis on proposed areas of in‐
fluence taken from Ferrara, Florence, Rome, and
Venice. Chapter 3 argues that Greek literature in
particular was influential at the court of Rimini.
D’Elia contends that several central aspects of
Greek literature, such as educational, athletic, and
warrior ideals, were adopted to praise Sigismun‐
do and shape his literary image.
The next three chapters of book turn more ex‐
plicitly to specific characteristics adopted in the
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court. Making these difficult Latin poems, which
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D’Elia often quotes at length and in translation,

accomplishes more through pagan virtues than

better known to historians is a praiseworthy ac‐

Christian ones. The next chapter continues the ar‐

complishment in and of itself. Also intriguing are

gument that Sigismundo embraced a presentation

D’Elia’s arguments about the the image presented

of himself as a pagan. D’Elia brings forth literary

by the patron Sigismundo across the literature

depictions of Sigismundo’s reliance on astrology,

and visual arts created at his court. D’Elia con‐

omens, pagan sacrifices, and potential rejection of

vincingly claims that Sigismundo’s pagan presen‐

the immortality of the soul. Chapter 6 continues

tation of himself made him particularly suscepti‐

the argument by looking at the treatment of Sigis‐

ble to the specific types of critiques lodged against

mundo’s depicted devotion to his mistress Isotta

him by Pius II. Finally, the conclusion that Sigis‐

degli Atti. In addition to his “erotic and pagan”

mundo’s culture at Rimini points to a broader re‐

love (p. 216), Sigismundo is depicted attempting

vival of unabashed literary praise for pagan cul‐

magic to contact Isotta, whom Basinio’s poem pre‐

ture among fifteenth-century writers suggests a

tended had become sick and died, although in re‐

new context in which to place a well-known writ‐

ality she remained alive and well at the time of

er like Machiavelli as well as less studied contem‐

the work’s composition.

poraries.

The argument wraps up across the final chap‐

These noteworthy accomplishments could po‐

ters. The seventh chapter looks at potential cri‐

tentially have been even stronger through a

tiques of Sigismundo by Basinio, Valturio, and

broader inclusion of source material and sec‐

also outsiders. D’Elia brings out passages from

ondary scholarship outside of humanist studies.

Basinio’s epic poem that may show Sigismundo

For example, Pope Pius II’s condemnation of Sigis‐

doing blameworthy actions or acting unjustly, as

mundo, a document to which the book often

well as more reserved praise of Sigismundo’s mili‐

refers, is only briefly contextualized within the

tary prowess by Valturio and the Florentine Gian‐

politics of fifteenth-century Italy. Situating this

nozzo Manetti. The final chapter turns from liter‐

context alongside the literature so ably addressed

ary texts to a brief account of the final years of

would potentially add further nuance to the

Sigismundo’s life, particularly Sigismundo’s em‐

book’s arguments. The book’s thematic structure

ploy in armies against Pius II; Sigismundo’s at‐

enables D’Elia to treat Sigismundo’s court and

tempt to gain the employ of the Ottoman Turks;

various themes as monolithic entities. This struc‐

and Sigismundo’s entry into papal service under

ture allows for interesting, general points about

Pius’s successor Pope Paul II. The book’s conclu‐

Sigismundo’s embrace of a pagan identity in liter‐

sion places the pagan culture of Sigismundo’s

ature. However, the structure also removes the

court into a broader historiographical argument

sense of distance and difference between texts or

about the praise of pagan culture and values in

possible changes in Sigismundo, his court, or his

fifteenth-century writings, a thread that Machi‐

position over the thirty years covered in this

avelli would pick up in the sixteenth century.

book. The book offers innovative conclusions on
topics of interest to current historians--religion,
magic, gender, and politics--but D’Elia often leaves
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it to the reader to discern how his conclusions
might fit into studies by social, cultural, and politi‐
cal historians. In some areas recent scholarship
may add more precision to some of D’Elia’s major
points. For example, scholars of religion, magic,
and the Church might find further nuance to la‐
bels like “Christian” and “pagan,” even as this
greater nuance may or may not alter D’Elia’s cen‐
tral conclusions.
This book, in conclusion, offers a strong addi‐
tion to the historiography on the cultural patron‐
age of Sigismundo Malatesta. The degree of classi‐
cal imitation embraced by court poets around
Sigismundo Malatesta is remarkable, and this
book adds a new element to discussions of Sigis‐
mundo’s artistic patronage as well as his role in
Italian and particularly papal politics. The book
suggests that a pagan revival may have foreshad‐
owed the far more influential thought of Niccolò
Machiavelli, a man who was notorious for his am‐
bivalence toward the Christianity of the early six‐
teenth century. Taken together, the book adds
new evidence to the emerging portrait of the true
range of religious experience, acceptance, and
presentation in fifteenth-century Italy.
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